Editorial

Allan Gibofsky,1 Yusuf Yazici2
In this issue of the Annals of Rheumatic
Diseases, the EULAR task force, working together with the subgroups who
conducted detailed reviews of available
data on ﬁve speciﬁc topics on rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) also published in this issue,
present their recommendations for the
management of RA with synthetic and
biological disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs). 1–6 This follows
the similar effort by the American College
of Rheumatology (ACR) in 20087 and is a
welcome addition to the current thinking
and discussion about the management of
RA. Taken together, these recommendations are both comprehensive and evidence-based and provide a framework for
standardising care of patients with RA.
The task force, with the help of the
subgroups, has put together 3 overarching
principles and 15 recommendations. The
overarching principles state correctly that
RA needs to be treated by a rheumatologist, who can likely better manage disease
activity and treatment guided by a target
score, as very well demonstrated in studies such as TICORA, BeSt and FinRACo,
to name a few.8–10 Although only one of
these studies included a treatment arm
with a biological agent,9 intervention in
early disease was generally superior to
that in trials of patients with established
disease who received biological agents.
Unfortunately, the use of objective treatment targets as the rationale for deﬁning
therapy is not yet as widespread as it could
be—especially in the USA where these
measurement tools have yet to be routinely incorporated into care of the patient
with RA. The treatment of patients with
RA is better now than in past decades, an
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improvement often attributed to the development of biological therapies. Although
biological agents are an important advance
for a signiﬁcant number of patients with RA,
three other major developments also seem
to account for improved patient status: (1)
adoption of early and intensive treatment;
(2) widespread use of methotrexate (MTX);
and (3) increased awareness that regular
monitoring with quantitative disease measures improves outcomes compared with
traditional non-quantitative ‘impressions’
(eg, the ‘gestalt’ of ‘doing well’). The EULAR
guidelines also acknowledge this approach.
The emphasis on ‘best care’ is appropriate; we may even soon substitute
‘care that you would give your mother’
as the gold standard, which may help to
put things in perspective. With regard
to economic issues, although the acquisition cost of biological agents is said to
be ‘high’, their utilisation costs are justiﬁable, given that our primary concern is
to offer the patient optimal therapy that
has the greatest likelihood of resulting in
remission or, if not, low disease activity.
The emphasis on the rheumatologist as
the specialist who should provide primary care for patients with RA is timely,
as mentioned above, especially given that
in some settings other healthcare professionals with limited experience and training may be assigned to patient care.
The 15 recommendations of the task
force are evidence-based and emphasise
early treatment, even to the extent of advocating initiating DMARDs when the diagnosis of RA is only suspected.11 Suggested
frequent monitoring and targeting low disease activity or remission should become
the cornerstone of our treatment plans,
and we concur with the recommendations
of the task force that suggest the objective
measurement of disease activity should be
part of every patient visit.12 In addition, we
would suggest another validated tool—the
RAPID3 (a patient-only measures index)
which performs similar to DAS28 and
CDAI13 —as part of the list of valid measures, also recommended by the ACR.7
MTX, as also stated in the recommendations, is the anchor drug14 and its use, we

believe, should not be limited to moderate
or high disease activity. In the absence of
a clinical contraindication, patients with
low disease activity should be treated
with MTX before any other agents. Part of
this reasoning is the high rate of continuation of MTX, regardless of disease activity,
which seems better than most biological agents.15 The task force statement in
favour of using low-dose corticosteroids
is welcome. Frequent patient objections to
corticosteroid use may require increased
efforts in patient and physician education
about the true nature and beneﬁts and
risks of low-dose corticosteroids.
Recommendations regarding the use
of combination synthetic DMARDs are
also appropriate and should determine
where and how they are used (in our
opinion, in the patient who cannot take
MTX and glucocorticoids).
The task force suggests the use of
poor prognostic factors as a determinant of therapy. One potential problem
with this approach—and especially
with those factors listed (rheumatoid
factor and/or anti-CCP antibodies, acute
phase reactants)—is that these may be
negative in as many as 40% of patients
with RA.16–18 As also suggested by the
authors, there are no head-to-head trials
using these risk factors for stratiﬁcation
and, until there are, we would suggest
using the more intensive treatment
approach for any patient with a diagnosis of RA, especially given the favourable
beneﬁt/risk ratios of the drugs we use.
As for the use of biological agents, we
would suggest that those that have shown
similar efﬁcacy in similar patients can
potentially be used as ﬁ rst-line agents in
an ideal world. Currently, there are published data on etanercept, adalimumab,
inﬂ iximab and abatacept i suggesting no
real differences in efﬁcacy in the majority
of patients who use them. (In the USA,
two other tumour necrosis factor inhibitors, golimumab and certolizumab pegol,
also authorised by EMEA in Europe, have
recently been added to the list of possible
ﬁ rst-line agents.) Rituximab and tocilizumabii, when data are available and published, may be the next candidates to be
added to this list. Data (which are mostly
from registries) regarding switching preferences between biological agents at this
time are limited and have tended to show
no preference for one over another.19
i The label for abatacept differs between US and
EMEA.
ii The label for tocilizumab differs between US and
EMEA.
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The need for early and intensive treatment using whatever DMARDs and combinations may be necessary to achieve
these goals and setting target values for
treatment using one of the validated composite outcome measures should become
the standard way to treat RA today. The
research agenda presented is a particularly good reminder that, as far as we have
come in the last decade, there is more we
have yet to accomplish for our patients.
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The intensive medication strategy recommendation may not be taking into
account the fact that all the randomised
controlled trials of biological agents average
about 30 tender and 20 swollen joints in
the cohorts studied, a presentation seen
in less than 10% of patients in routine RA
clinical care.20 21 Nevertheless, there are
likely to be patients for whom combination therapy (traditional DMARD plus a
biological agent) would be the appropriate
initial regimen.
As stated in recommendation 12,
in the best case scenario one-third of
patients with RA in remission on a biological combination, with or without
glucocorticoids, ﬂ are and may not be put
into remission again. We would advise
against tapering or stopping the combination of medications which were required
to achieve remission unless there was a
safety concern. Just as we would not consider stopping treatment for diabetes or
hypertension, this chronic disease treatment approach 22 should also be considered in patients with RA. We would also
not advocate stopping glucocorticoids in
daily doses of <5 mg as there is evidence
to suggest that patients lose efﬁcacy if
stopped and risks are minimal. 23
While the recommendations of the
task force do emphasise anatomical joint
damage, studies have shown that function rather than radiographic scores are
better long-term prognostic indicators.24
Patients with low disease activity or in
remission very rarely have any progression in radiographic scores. In addition,
changes in radiographic scores reported
in trials, even though usually statistically signiﬁcant, show no real clinically
relevant differences among any of the
active treatment arms. 25 There may be a
better role for MRI or ultrasound imaging in assessing structural damage, but
the role of these modalities needs to be
determined in long-term outcomes studies before they are universally accepted.
Further investigation is needed as to
which drug to use and when to use it. It
is not clear at this time if patients with
RA who start treatment very early—even
before fulﬁ lling RA criteria—may be able
to discontinue their medications yet maintain remission or low disease activity. As
noted above, data from trials looking at
patients with established RA who go into
remission and stop their DMARDs are
helpful in answering this question, and
correlation with genetic and/or biomarker
studies may be required.
In conclusion, the new recommendations are a welcome summary of the current thinking in the management of RA.

